Binary code design for high-frequency ultrasound.
This paper proposes an approach to designing binary codes suitable for high-frequency applications of coded excitation in medical ultrasound. For a high-frequency ultrasound system, transmitting well-designed binary codes with a low sampling ratio (i.e., the bit rate divided by the transducer center frequency) is a practical way to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) because the challenge of implementing arbitrary-waveform generators for transmitting nonbinary codes increases with the frequency and the switching speed of square-wave pulsers are limited. One conventional approach designs codes using a base sequence that modulates wideband sequences up to the transducer passband. Because a major portion of codes is excluded as a candidate, codes designed using this approach typically need long compression filters for restoring the axial resolution, and they do not improve the SNR efficiently. In contrast, the approach proposed here searches all the codes that match the transducer passband; hence, the resultant codes exhibit better performance. The technique was tested using a bit rate of 50 MHz and a sampling ratio of 2. For a transducer with an ideal Gaussian frequency response with a center frequency of 25 MHz and a -6 dB bandwidth of 15 MHz, the SNR for the same side-lobe extent was 1 to 6 dB higher for the codes designed using the proposed approach compared with those designed using the conventional approach. When a real transducer response with a center frequency of 26.4 MHz and a one-way -6 dB bandwidth of 20.7 MHz was considered, the codes designed using the proposed approach were superior by 0.5 to 5 dB. Therefore, our approach is better than the conventional approach for designing binary codes for high-frequency ultrasound, with the results indicating that the moderate bit rate of 50 MHz will suffice when the ultrasonic center frequency is 25 MHz.